
Assembly instructions for 0909**** Wellington Hydraulic Bed 

There will be 2 boxes for this bed. The smaller box has the bed middle frame and the 

cover for the Hydraulic. 

1. Remove all the parts and take off all the packaging. 

2. Screw the adjustable legs into the bottom of the base. 

3. Position the hydraulic into the base section making sure the poles for the 

stepper are facing the long ends of the base (these are 2 silver studs with 

holes in them). The stepper needs to be facing the side of the bed. 

4. Connect the 4 nuts to the bolts on the bottom of the hydraulic, make sure you 

include the washers first then fully tighten. 

5. With the base on the ground slip the Chrome cover over the hydraulic and 

insert the screw into the top to hold it in please. 

6. Insert the stepper into the 2 chrome poles in the hydraulic and tighten the 

grub screws in the sides of the poles using an allen key. 

7. Next lay the 3 cushion sections face down, remove the screws from the backs 

of the cushion pieces and connect the hinges. Start all the screws before fully 

tightening. 

8. Now remove the other 4 screws from the back of the middle section and 

connect the middle frame section that came from the smaller box. Again, start 

all the screws first before you tighten them. 

9. Have someone assist you and flip the top section onto the top of the hydraulic 

and secure with the nut in the top of the hydraulic. 

10. The last thing to do is to put the 2 chrome brackets into either end of the 

middle frame section that hold the back and leg sections and connect the 

springs. Be careful not to over stretch the spring as it will not work as 

effectively as it should. 


